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NICE SafeCity is a set of industry-leading solutions and field-proven services that help municipal governments effectively fight crime and increase personal safety in public venues, serving the needs of a “safe society.” Advanced security technologies include video surveillance, total multimedia capture, content analytics (video and voice), incident information management and 3D geospatial event management applications.

The NICE SafeCity unified solution improves urban policing and monitoring, and helps leverage existing resources and deliver security services with greater effect and efficiency than was possible with traditional methods, providing a strong sense of assurance to the public while thwarting security threats and deterring criminal elements.
NICE SafeCity – Smart Surveillance Solution for City Centers

Stepping Up to the Challenge of Assuring Public Safety in City Centers

Complete Surveillance Solution for City Centers
Full range of field-proven products, applications and services for city center surveillance

Deterrence, Early Detection and Prevention
Move from reactive to preventative strategy with early warning of potential crime using content analytics of video, voice and data

Effective Resolution of Emergency Events
- Concise information display on 3D virtual environment improves situational awareness
- Multimedia Information sharing with field security personnel allows immediate response to unfolding emergency events

Streamlining Investigation & Prosecution Processes
- Streamline multimedia incident reproductions and investigations to aggressively fight crime
- Effectively manage incident information from various sources

In Action 24/7
Fully reliable IP-based solution guarantees non-stop operation

Full Interoperability & Inter-Agency Collaboration
Open & flexible architecture provides seamless Integration with other alarm/command and control management systems

Early Detection & Prevention – Real-Time Content Analytics of Video & Voice
NICE SafeCity solution includes a full set of content analytics tools that analyze unstructured information in real time, including video, voice and text messages. Security forces gain better insight on interactions, for early warning of potential crimes and moving from reactive to preventive strategy.

Proactive Video-Based Detection
- People gathering near a sensitive site
- Intrusion to restricted areas
- Unattended objects
- Abandoned vehicles
- Blacklisted car license plates
- Face recognition

Proactive Audio-Based Detection of Suspicious Calls
- Word spotting (for example, “knife” or “bomb”)
- Excitement spotting
- Speaker identification

Effective Resolution of Emergency Events
NICE collaborative event management provides concise display of GIS, video, voice, call and data analysis information that improves situational awareness. Security room operators and field forces get the information required to immediately avert threats and effectively resolve emergency events.

Improved Situation Awareness
- Improved orientation with 3D geospatial display of the site and city
- Understand the big picture using a unified information display
- Crowd behavior, blast effect and fire propagation simulations visually present incident implications and best possible evacuation routes

Intrusion Detection
Vehicle Detection
Unattended Baggage
Abnormal Behavior
Face Capture
License Plate Recognition

NiceVision ControlCenter

Video Wall
Video On The Move
Event Management
3D Geospatial Display
Video Management

Early Detection and Prevention
Effective Resolution of Emergency Events
Built-in Operational Logs
Includes recommended operational actions per event, such as checklists, call trees, and evacuation methods

Information Sharing
Enables field forces and other emergency teams to share data, for immediate response to unfolding events

Streamlining Investigation & Prosecution Processes
NICE full-spectrum multimedia incident information management solution for next generation 9-1-1 emergency call centers helps city security centers streamline multimedia incident reproductions and investigations to aggressively fight crime.

The NICE SafeCity unified solution enables effective management of incident information from various sources, streamlining information-sharing, investigations and evidence delivery.

360° Incident Recording
Capture, manage, analyze and reconstruct multimedia incidents from various sources (telephony, radio, CCTV, GIS and AVL, CAD, cell phones photos)

Improved Inter-Agency Collaboration & Operational Efficiency
Easy and secure information-sharing architecture facilitates effective operations and significantly improves cooperation between agencies

Secured and Authenticated Quarantine of Sensitive Incident Information
- Incident folder items are digitally signed, to detect and protect from evidence-tampering
- Access to incident folders is granted only to authorized users

- Any interactions with critical incident data are recorded, providing traceability of all actions

Complete, Open and Reliable Solution
Complete, End-to-End Monitoring Solution
NICE offers a full range of field-proven products, applications and services for city center surveillance. Our comprehensive product suite includes intelligent video security, Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR), total multimedia capture, content analytics (video, voice and text), and 3D geospatial event management, all coupled with incident information management for evidence generation and disclosure.

Open Platform Provides Maximum Flexibility
NICE open architecture offers a full set of open APIs, enabling seamless integration with other Command & Control systems, security management/access control systems and edge devices. This gives security center operators full flexibility in selecting the products and applications that best suit their security needs.

In Action 24/7 – Never Fall Asleep on Duty…
Mission-critical city center surveillance systems must be available 24x7. NICE SafeCity is a fully reliable IP-based solution that assures high availability of all major system components, eliminating any single point of failure and guaranteeing operational continuity and disaster recovery.
ABOUT NICE  NICE Systems (NASDAQ: NICE) is the leading provider of Insight from Interactions™, offering comprehensive performance management and interaction analytics solutions for the enterprise and public safety and security markets. Advanced interaction analytics are performed on unstructured multimedia content - from telephony, web, radio and video communications. NICE brings the power of Insight from Interactions to IP contact centers, branches, and command and control centers. NICE’s solutions are changing the way organizations make decisions, enabling them to proactively improve business and operational performance and address security threats. NICE has over 24,000 customers in 100 countries, including over 85 of the Fortune 100 companies. More information is available at www.nice.com.